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The Kitchen, New York City. Tuesday November 25
2008, 7pm.
INT. A black box, oriented to the south. Raking seats
face a level stage on the floor. Various props (a pair of
lecterns, a chrome drum kit, a true mirror,
etc.) are scattered about the space. A constantly rising
canon (the Shephard’s Tone) is barely audible
above the general murmur of small talk as an audience
assembles itself.

They now close and discard them, then walk via the
true mirror to the TWIN LECTERNS. From
somewhere, a note from a muted trumpet.
When she has finished reading, S C puts the letter back
in its envelope and picks up the new york times.
As 2 SPOTLIGHTS project towards the back wall, D &
S begin to simultaneouslyBOTH
recite the first actual press
release, voices panned hard right & left.

While reading the program provided on each seat a
similar thought crosses the mind of each member of the
audience: The first rule is ALWAYS PRODUCTION
NEVER DOCUMENTATION. The second rule is
THERE IS NO FIRST RULE.
A music video, ABC Auto Industry from the OMD LP
Dazzle Ships (1983) plays on a projection screen in
the center of the stage area.
michael portnoy, wearing mirror shades, walks to the
RIGHT LECTERN. An OverHead Projector is switched on.
It projects a small microfiche onto the screen. The image
comprises 53 chronologically-arranged icons of so-called
press releases produced at the 7th Regiment Armory
Building during March 2008. The red dot of a laser
pointer appears on the first microfiche icon and attempts
to track subsequent progress throughout the evening.
This appears to signal the beginning.
M P begins to read a long poem, and continues to do so
in fragments throughout the evening.

D : For immediate
release, 4th March
2008 …

S : For immediate
release, 4th March
2008 …

Sound is panned stereo again. diana kamin carries
a small pile of newspapers to the RIGHT lectern and
(when D & S have finished speaking) recites a
series of haikus collaged by walead beshty from
reviews of the 2008 Whitney Biennial.
D K : 81 artists …
The OHP is turned OFF. sarah crowner begins
typing an email on a laptop, which is projected onto the
screen.
S C : (Typing) Dexter …

M P : The first poem was the title
poem …
During the above, a fax machine on a desk to the LEFT
ejects a message. domenick ammirati takes it, walks
to the LEFT LECTERN and (when M P has finished
speaking) reads from it. Switching on a 2nd OHP, which
projects onto the back wall, larissa harris draws an
accompanying diagram of Message-Signal-NoiseChannel.
D A : The press release is a form
whose distribution aspect is
already inscribed …

During the above, a 28 ft. long fax from john russell
spews from the machine. Later, members of the audience
inspect it.
Spotlight on cory arcangel center stage. He begins
a stand-up routine.
C A : This is a Seinfeld stand-up
routine I watched on Youtube
yesterday …
During the above, s c stops typing. The OHP is turned
ON. The stand-up routine concludes with extended
canned laughter.
During the above, from the RIGHT of the audience,
ROB GIAMPIETRO enters, takes a copy of Dot Dot Dot
16 from the shelf and walks to the RIGHT lectern.
When the canned laughter ends, he begins to read his own
close reading of the 100th chapter of robert musil’s
the man without qualities (1930) on the nature of
the parallel campaign.

During the above, spotlight on sarah crowner
in a chair at the desk. She opens a letter with a Dublin
postmark and begins reading to herself. The voice of
maria fusco reads along.
M F : (Audio) Doublin, 7 January 2008 …
Throughout the above introductions, D & S have been
reading copies of the new yorker in the front row.

R G : The joke here, of course, is on
General Stumm …
R G closes book and exits to the left of the audience.
From the LEFT of the audience, bro GIAMPIETRO
enters, walks to the LEFT lectern and begins to read
from the dot dot dot 16 he is carrying, quoting
R G quoting gabriel zaid on plato’s phaedrus.

B G : While Socrates’s discussion of
language privileges speech over
writing …
During the above, mark beasley enters carring a
copy of E.C. Large’s novel asleep in the afternoon
(1939). He walks to the RIGHT lectern and (when
B G has finished speaking) begins to read as if in dialogue
with the previous writer.
M B : Every sentence he wrote was
referred to his readers …

A member of the audience suddenly stands.
M O A : Why?
D & S walk towards the audience to address the question.
D : Because a learned behaviour
spreads instantaneously from one
group of monkeys to all related
monkeys once a critical number is
reached.
The audience member continues to ask a total of
5 whys. D & S respond, alternately, explaining the
100th monkey effect.

During the above, spotlight on caroline busta next
to the true mirror on the LEFT wall. When M B has
finished speaking she reads from a press release issued
by the true mirror company, as republished in
harper’s magazine (1984).
C B : The True Mirror Company
has created a mirror that will
revolutionize the way people view
themselves …
During the above, domenick ammarati walks to
the left lectern. When C B has finished reading, he
begins to read a March 17 review of the 2008 Whitney
Biennial from the NEW YORK OBSERVER.
D A : somewhere there’s an art
history graduate student …
During the above, diana kamin walks to the right
lectern and (at the same time as D A) begins to read
from gerald beasley & storm van helsing’s
release (after wyndham lewis), including the gaps.
D K : Release press, contact …
During the above, miguel abreu walks to the left
lectern holding (inverted, republished) copies of
the blind man (1917) and proceeds to read a poem,
MEDUSA by his distant cousin francis picabia.
M A : Sinister right—dexter left—
superior hypocrecy [SIC] …
During the above, SARAH GEPHART walks to the right
lectern and (when m a has finished speaking) begins
to read Will Holder’s Bauhaus scenario. D & S enact
LASZLO & WASSILY’s movements. They eventually meet
centre stage to recite the closing dialogue.
S G : A man walks into a space …
D : (Wassily) We need to talk.
S : (Laszlo) I know.

During the above, SAUL ANTON walks to the Left
lectern and (when D & S have finished speaking)
begins to read from his book Warhol’s Dream, a
dialogue between (A)ndy warhol & (B)ob smithson.
S A : The annoying thing is that
whenever people hear the word art,
they start acting like lawyers …
Jason Fulford’s audio guides continue to play.

Spotlight on alex waterman center stage, who
announces his later performance of b for bartelby.
A W : In January I received the
following request …
Intermission
The loud rehearsal of GUITAR & DRUM KIT draws the
audience back into the theatre. When reassembled,
steve rushton’s 10-minute explanation of
contemporary feedback, depart from zero (with
embedded excerpts from charles & ray eames’s
a communications primer) plays on the screen.
S R : (Video) In the broadest aspects
of communication, much work has
recently been done to clarify
theories and make them workable …
During the above, D & S assemble a small microfiche
reader at the back of the stage. They display a detail
from a microfiche fom the New York Public Library
press archive, as found by Alex Klein.
The film ends, followed by an automated PowerPoint
presentation by frances stark. When this eventually
concludes, the MAIN OHP is turned back ON.
F S : (PowerPoint) I must answer your
request for a contribution …

During the above, the first of jason fulford’s audio
guides (elevator operator) begins to play.

During the intermission, pocket calendars (still good
for 4 months) have been distributed, with a text from
benjamin franklin’s poor richard’s almanack
doctored [sic] by shannon ebner on the reverse.

During the above, a member of the audience
walks onstage and tears off a sheet from the 1st of 3 pads
containing an episodic dialogue by jan verwoert
headed If This Had Been The Review of The
Preview. Other audience members follow suit.

During the above, saul anton walks to the right
lectern and begins to read from his supplementary
armory addendum to warhol’s dream.
S A : We headed east out of the park
until we came to Park Avenue …
During the above, S makes a phone call. s a is interrupted
(and stops reading) by a voiceover announcement from
Michael bracewell.
M B : (Audio) It has become apparent
that many British towns and cities
are gradually but perceptibly
becoming identical …
During the above, a member of the audience
walks onstage and tears off a sheet from the 2nd of 3
pads containing an episodic dialogue by jan verwoert
headed If This Was The Review of The Preview.
Other audience members follow suit.

L H : Some years ago, being with a
camping party in the mountains …

During the above, mark beasley & rose Kallal
walk to the guitar & drum KIT, and punctuate
the question with a version of napalm death’s
you suffer (1988, 1.316 secs).
L H answers her own question:
L H : (Ends) … which is what is meant
by the pragmatic method.
During the above, a member of the audience walks
onstage and tears off a sheet from the 3rd of 3 pads
containing an episodic dialogue by jan verwoert
headed If This Were To Be the Preview to the
Review. Other audience members follow suit.

During the above, TOBI Maier from 38 ludlow walks
to the left lectern, opens a letter and (when L H has
finished speaking) reads the enclosed poem by andreas
neumeister (2008).
The announcement is interrupted (and stopped)
by a ringing phone. D answers and speaks with
tom marioni.
t M : Hello? I am calling from 1978 …
A member of the audience stands up.
M o A : I have a question!

T M : Der Künstler ist abwesend …
Throughout the 2nd half of the evening, musical
fragments from dan fox’s refracted light
through armory show (audio liner notes to the LP
from brussels with love (1983)) have been playing
through the Right speaker as recorded during a
previous delivery of the notes in London on October 30.

S & D gesture to continue. He does.
During the above, adam pendleton walks onstage
and listens intently with a stethoscope to the LEFT
LECTERN. He sings, first softly, then increasing in volume.
A P : So in deed …
During the above, rob & bro giampietro return
from separate sides of the audience and, from the dual
lecterns, read the following caption simultaneously,
voices panned hard RIGHT & LEFT.
R G : The work of
Dexter Sinister …

B G : The work of
Dexter Sinister …

During the above, larissa harris walks to the 2nd
OHP and projects a diagram of man-tree-squirrel.
When R/B G have finished speaking, with sound panned
STEREO again, she begins to ask a question from the
right lectern.

During the above, alex waterman begins his
performance of b for bartelby, which simultaneously
records itself onto plastic cups. The various speakers
and performers assemble back on stage. 2 spotlights
project their shadows onto the back wall.
As the music concludes, the screen ascends to its hidden
position, the main OHP is switched off and the house
lights are turned on.
This appears to signal the end.

√

